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Abstract Work preferences are the foundation of job satisfaction generally. People will select or confront enhancements or decreases in essential occupation attributes. Consider the type of working environment you want. Employees who find their job fulfilling are more likely to Perform better at their job. Pick up new tasks quickly and enthusiastically. Think about the nature of the work, the hours, location, job security, rate of pay, benefits, size, type of organization, and so on. To look for some kind of employment that is the best fit for you, you’ll have to comprehend your work inclinations. These preferences will reflect your most important skills, interests, and values. Individual preference for employment has just been impressively examined in the sociologies amid the most recent decades. Think about the skills you want to use or develop. Consider both your specific skills for work and the skills you can transfer from other parts of your life, such as organization or strength. This research investigates about the personal preference in choosing a job. The research has collected data from 1850 respondents by simple sampling method. The research is a descriptive research. The research tools are independent t test, chi square, and ANOVA. Independent variables are gender, educational qualification, and age respectively. It is concluded that most of young people choose their job through their passion or interests, job security and reasonable salary or pay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Work preferences are the foundation of job satisfaction and keeping in mind that we could compose an entire exposition on the significance of occupation fulfillment, we’ll keep this quick and painless. Employees who find their job fulfilling are more likely to: Perform better at their job. Pick up new tasks quickly and enthusiastically. To look for some kind of employment that is the best fit for you, you'll have to comprehend your work inclinations. These preferences will reflect your most important skills, interests, and values. Individual preference for employment has just been impressively examined in the sociologies amid the most recent decades. One conceivable issue of this methodology is that socially attractive answers may happen with the goal that genuine inclinations are not uncovered. In some different examinations people are solicited to pick among an assortment from theoretical occupations which vary in some controlled talk about this arrangement catching methodology. True choices of representatives are not considered in the lion’s share of past examinations. This commitment, accordingly, offers an extra way to deal with investigate work inclinations of representatives dependent on choices on employment change. I break down representatives who change their occupations and whose divisions from their old employments were started without anyone else's input. People who change employments can assess, regardless of whether they really confront enhancements or decreases in essential occupation attributes. Consider the type of working environment you want. Think about the nature of the work, the hours, location, job security, rate of pay, benefits, size, type of organization and so on. Identify the opportunities you want. These might incorporate progressing to a more senior position or creating particular aptitudes. On the recent survey conducted The following report represents the findings from the SHRM Employee Job Satisfaction and Engagement Survey of 600 U.S. employees, conducted in November-December 2015. we examined the job perceptions and preferences of young people aged 14 to 19 years at the interface between education and training and the world of work.

II. OBJECTIVES

- To understand about the preference of job.
- To analyze the association between the hesitation towards night shift job and occupation of the respondent.
- To find the difference between the preference of job and the gender
- To identify the agreeability towards factors of job preference and the age of the respondents.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Charles N. Weaver (2017) explored about employment inclinations of professional and hands on specialists. The creator takes note of a pattern in enthusiasm among specialists on different parts of word related stratification, referring to the examination of qualities connected to different parts of work by cubicle and manual laborers as a repeating topic. Contrasts in states of mind and conduct are centered around. Research finds that desk specialists are more worried about inborn qualities which exude from the work itself, for example, an occupation be viewed as vital and gives a sentiment of achievement, while hands on laborers are more worried about the “outward” parts of an occupation, for example, its going with monetary prizes or limited time openings. FRANCIS GREEN (2017) examined what job satisfaction looks like for you; you know what you value and which values you want satisfied by your work, you have determined yours. The best place to start is by having a career discussion with your manager, mentor or coach. Stephan G.H. MEYERDING (2016) examines the possibility of non-straight connections between employment qualities and occupation fulfillment. The connections between trademark esteems and work and life fulfillment are dissected and the aftereffects of the three gatherings are
thought about. Moreover, bosses’ reasonable treatment of the general public overall strongly affects work fulfillment. Alzira Duarte (2016) has determined the present master dissertation was a result of the interest in investigate about which kind of determinant characteristics will influence the choice of first job by students and recent graduated students, especially the ones that belong to the Informatics and technology area and socio-economic/socio-humanistic area. This empirical research was just applied to a national context. Neetu Jain (2015) analysed and understand the employer branding has in this way developed as a basic administration done utilized by the association to make its picture as alluring manager according to imminent representatives. The outcomes introduced in this paper toss light on the apparent significance of business marking among the planned representatives by means of planned comparisons of different marking factors decided for the investigation. MARISA ANN CANNATA, ROBERTO PENALOZA (2015) investigates the accompanying inquiries: How do educator capabilities and attributes change crosswise over school composes? What amount of decision do educators feel they have about where to work? How do educator inclinations for where to work vary by school compose? Our discoveries recommend that sanction teachers do have distinctive inclinations for where to work contrasted with customary state funded teachers, however understanding these distinctions requires investigating contrasts among sorts of contract schools as well. PANEL MEHMET PEKKAYA Since various criteria exist, fitting profession determination issue can be thought as a multi criteria basic leadership issue. The point of this examination is to demonstrate that vocation choice can be completed by means of strategies and to look at requesting consequences of these techniques. In this investigation, a study is controlled to a college understudy. In application, eight callings are relatively positioned by means of some techniques. DUNCAN GALIC, ALAN FEELS TEAR, FRANCIS GREEN (2012) found that the esteem that representatives append to the inherent parts of work is vital for regardless of whether work quality issues ought to have a focal place on the social plan. Despite what might be expected, it demonstrates that inherent activity inclinations ascended over the period. The development in significance of inherent introductions is related with rising levels of training and parental consolation in instruction, the change of individuals’ occupations regarding ability, learning openings and worker inclusion and higher wages and security. KATHERINE MCGRAW, JENNIE S. POOP, BRUCE L. DIXON, AND DORIES J. NEWTON (2012) identifies factors that influence agricultural economics professionals’ job choice between academic and government employment. They likewise concurred that having a positive workplace, great compensation, family time, sufficient assets, and expert and social collaboration were vital occupation characteristics. scholarly and government horticultural financial matters experts, binomial probit, work decision, work inclinations, sex. CHRISTIAN GRUND (2011) states that worker i0nitiated Job Changes Many past investigations endeavor to find work inclinations by specifically asking people. Representatives who quit their activity and locate another one, contrast the two employments with deference with eight occupation qualities: kind of work, pay, odds of advancement, remaining burden, driving time, work hour directions, incidental advantages and security against loss of employment For reasons unknown, pay and kind of work are most imperative for representatives in this sense.

IV. METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of this study descriptive research is used to portray accurately the public opinion on problem solving skills. Convenient sampling method is used to collect the samples. 1850 samples - sample size. Independent variables are gender, educational qualification, age. Dependent variables are Problem solving process, choice of overcoming the problem, mean of level of agreeability towards Problem solving skills. Independent sample t test, chi square and ANOVA are the research tools used in this research.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Null Hypothesis (Ho): There is no significant association between the hesitation towards night shift job and occupation of the respondents.
Alternate Hypothesis (H1): There is significant association between the hesitation towards night shift job and occupation of the respondents

Using chi square test, it was found that p value is less than 0.05, which shows that null hypothesis is rejected. Therefore, there is significant association between the hesitation towards night shift job and occupation of the respondents. It shows that occupation creates an impact on the hesitation of night shift jobs

Null Hypothesis (Ho): There is no significant difference between the preference of job and gender
Alternate Hypothesis (H1): There is significant difference between the preference of job and gender
Using Independent sample t test, it was found that p value is less than 0.05, which shows that null hypothesis is rejected. Therefore, there is significant difference between preference of job and the gender. It shows that male and female have different opinion regarding preference of job in their day to day life.

Null Hypothesis (Ho): There is no significant difference in the mean scores of level of agreeability towards factors of job preferences among the age group.

Alternate Hypothesis (H1): There is significant difference in the mean scores of level of agreeability towards factors of job preferences among the age group.

Using ANOVA it was analysed whether the level of agreeability towards factors of job preferences among the age group. Since the p value of all the reasons are lesser than 0.05, it was found that there is significant difference in the mean scores of level of agreeability towards Problem solving skills among the educational qualification groups.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study explored that most of the youth prefer job which have job satisfaction, job security, salary or pay and mostly they prefer job through their passion and interest. The findings of this study suggests that Anyway what young men and young ladies say they need from their employments is more comparative than various and if youngsters have more data about the subtle elements of work, pay and ways of life they are less worried by sexual orientation generalizations. It in this manner appears to be likely that sexual orientation isolation can be lessened by drawing in youngsters with data, counsel and direction which centers around the substances of occupation which in this case are drawing in yo.

full factors such as job security, passion or interest salary and work environment etc.
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